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Dover Cultural Survey and Framework
2009/10 Update
The Dover Cultural Survey and Framework was
prepared as part of the Sea Change funding programme funded
by the Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment
and partners Kent County Council (KCC), Dover District Council
(DDC), South East England Development Agency (SEEDA),
English Heritage (EH) and Dover Harbour Board (DHB).
A Steering Group was set up in 2009 to commission the report
chaired by Dover Pride and comprising members from the following organisations:
SEEDA; Arts Council for England –South East; KCC-Arts
Development Unit; English Heritage; DDC; Dover Arts
Development (DAD)
Following a tendering process, the group commissioned
muf Architecture /art to deliver the survey and strategy/framework. The work on this was commissioned in May 2009, with the
initial survey being conducted in Dover in July/August 2009.
The final report was approved by the Steering Group in mid 2010.

The Three Guiding Principles
The original report identified three principles, which should
underpin a cultural strategy for Dover
• Promote existing Assets: Dover has
wonderful assets which deserve to be better known.
• Enrich rather than bolt on: Existing assets should be enriched
and celebrated.
• Purposeful and Playful: One of the characteristics of Dover
identified in the survey was that it is both purposeful and playful.
An example given was the seafront where the busy ferry port
shares the area with children playing on the beach or channel
swimmers preparing for their swi

Since 2010 many of the projects which were recommended have commenced (see below) and the underlying principles in the cultural framework have been put into practice.
This is not a report that ends up gathering dust on a shelf.
The economic and political landscape has changed
considerably since the original 2009 survey. A major new art
gallery, the Turner Contemporary and The New Marlowe Theatre
are due to open soon in our region, but by contrast the full impact
from the recent announcement of the planned Pfizer closure has
yet to be assessed.
Meanwhile, although both national and local budgets are tighter
than ever, for arts and heritage in Dover as with the rest of UK
the principles work with existing assets rather than proposing
capital investment
Below we briefly outline progress to date and look
to what more may be achieved in one of Britain’s most historic
and interesting towns
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How we are delivering the action plan.
The action plan of the 2010 report suggested a three-year
programme of thematically linked projects. These were to be
experimental to ‘reveal the assets and provoke new partnerships.’
Some of these are already in hand, as we detail below:
1. Dover heritage project
Working with Dover Discovery Centre and the Dover Museum
historians, the team from English Heritage outreach led a project
to capture oral histories from the local residents of Buckland.
These oral histories and local community stories are being held
in Dover Museum for the benefit of future generations.
2. Heritage walking Tour
In 2011 Dover Town Council plan to resurrect a guide to the
town for locals and visitors alike. Working with the Dover Society
and other local organisations the guide seeks to encourage people
to visit some of the more hidden parts of Dover and its history
as well as the more obvious ones.
3. ‘Watermark’ and the DAD Salons
Dover Arts Development (DAD) successfully secured national,
regional and town funding to produce ‘Watermark’, a feature
documentary film about the former Buckland paper mill told
through the stories of the men and women who worked there.
Around 300 former mill employees participated in the film.
The project has enabled the sharing of memories of the mill and
its traumatic closure and has also provided a chance for former
employees to reunite with former workmates and colleagues
whom many thought they would never see again. The production
of ‘Watermark’ has enabled DAD to host Berlin-based film director, Marianne Kapfer and Faversham based sound artist Robert
Jarvis in Dover. It has enabled partnerships with Dover Museum
and the Museum Youth Group, UCA Fine Art Media and the
School of Sociology at the University of Kent. Pupils from
Christchurch Academy and Green Park Community Primary have
participated in the project, as have musicians of all ages from
the locality. The film is expected to be released late 2011 or early
2012. Over 50 hours of filmed interviews from the Watermark
project will also be held in their entirety in Dover Museum for
the benefit of future generations.
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4.Empty Shops
There have been a number of successful arts projects utilising
some of Dover’s empty shops. The former Bench Street Indoor
market known as ‘the Box Gallery’ was run as an exhibition space
until the entire ground floor was acquired by the Kent Children’s
Fund Network which is now open as a centre for young people
run by young people. An adjacent shop was renovated and used
for the ‘Remade in Dover’ project selling and making items
from ‘upcycled’ materials before being transformed into a story
shop (film studio) in which to interview former employees from
Buckland paper Mill for the DAD Watermark film. Most recently,
Dover Arts Development (DAD) moved into a space in the former Post Office sorting office at Charlton Green. LSBC (Learning
Skills for Business and Community) are using the whole building,
where they are providing training and enabling apprenticeships
for young job seekers. The DAD studio is available for artists
to rent on a daily, weekly or monthly basis and some new cultural
projects are being developed by DAD which will include the
young apprentices in the building and artists and students from
The University for the Creative Arts in Canterbury.
5.New entrance for Dover Museum
and Visitor Information Centre.
The recently announced project to relocate the Dover VIC
to Dover Museum’s entrance in an attractive glass extension
will give an exciting new look to one of the town’s biggest assets.
The new entrance will benefit and renew both the VIC and
Museum and bring new visitors to both. As a jointly funded
project between the District and Town Council it is also a good
example of the success that partnership can bring and a great
use of existing assets.
6.New Ideas for DTIZ
The Dover Town Investment Zone (DTIZ) is also to benefit from
another of the report’s proposed actions, improving the quality
of the proposed development. As recently reported in the press
a new Heritage development specialist Lyons, Sleeman and Hoare
have been engaged to take a fresh look at this important regeneration site. Their approach will be to complement the existing assets
of the town, just as recommended by the report

7. Tonkin Liu Esplanade as venue for music and performance
The bold new seafront in Dover was designed by Tonkin Liu
architects and is a work of art in its own right, using the inspiration of the White Cliffs and the sea itself to shape its form and
provide a beautiful open space for all to enjoy. The opening was
celebrated by local students from the Astor College for the creative arts who danced gaily to music along its length making the
most of the new space created.
In February 2011 Dover Arts Development (DAD) hosted a
Chinese New Year celebration on the Esplanade at the newly
installed North Downs Way End-of-trail marker designed by artist
Alma Tischler Wood. DAD had organised the selection procedure
for the marker, which is both purposeful and playful and enhances
the existing much loved swimmers’ statue to form a beautiful,
public space at the Eastern end of the new Esplanade.
The festivities included music, poetry readings and fire poi.
It is hoped that this new public space will host many cultural
activities and celebrations over the coming years.
8. Highlighting existing Assets
As part of the community involvement programme around the
newly commissioned North Downs Way End-of-trail marker and
the new Tonkin Liu Esplanade DAD asked photographer Nigel
Green to explore this national trail and photograph some other
interesting examples of architecture from the last 100 years for
a new guide. The Sea&Walk guide highlights amongst others the
Dover Water Sports Centre by architect Jim Haynes which opened
in 2010 as well as K College completed in 1968. It is hoped that
the guide will increase the public’s awareness and appreciation
of some of the more recent buildings of architectural merit to
be found in Dover and along the North Downs Way.
Funded by Sea Change with additional funding from Natural England and the Eastern and Coastal Primary Care Trust and working
together with The Canterbury School of Architecture at UCA
the guide is an example of good partnership working and of the
promotion of lesser recognised existing assets.

9. Improvements to Townwall Street underpass.
In 2010 funding was secured for the River Dour Greenway, which
is a cycle and walking route along the River Dour from high up
the town in Buckland all the way down to the seafront ending
at the new North Downs Way End-of-trail marker. The first
phase of these works has already started at the Buckland end
of the route. As part of these ongoing improvements and also
connected to the DTIZ site developments it is anticipated that
there will be some enhancements to the underpass over the next
few years to improve its appearance.
10. The Live Site
Content has been generated for The Live Site (BBC LOCOG
Big Screen) from numerous projects that have been created in
the community. Artist films and films by deaf and disabled young
filmmakers have also been created especially for the screen.
The screen hosted “Carmen” last year and the use of the Market
Square as the town’s “living room” is continuing with events
around the screening of Toy Story 1, 2 and 3, the screening
of more opera and ballet and an interactive text to email project
called I ♥ Dover.
What’s Next?
The Dover Cultural Survey and Framework has provided a basis
on which projects can develop. In the future the steering group,
hosted by Dover Arts Development, will continue to promote
the principles of the strategy to foster the growth of projects
and activities that enrich the cultural life of the town.
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1.1
The Cultural
Strategy

1.2
The Vision

Dover does not need a top down, grand strategy to enhance
its culture– it has the makings for a truly world class town already
– it just needs more balance.

By 2020, Dover will be an international exemplar of
a ‘cultural host town’. Policy and structural changes will
enable the town to reap direct and indirect benefits from
hosting small, medium and large scale cultural activity.
The Host Town reputation will attract international
cultural players to base projects in Dover and local cultural
organizations, such as the Turner Contemporary will choose
to develop joint projects with the town.

In the pursuit of balance, culture is to act as the glue for
these various large scale development plans and the disparate
operators in government and the social service sector. This
cultural framework will be the pollinator that will amplify and
enable the activities of Dover in lieu of upcoming development.
Dover’s assets are complementary to the initiatives of
Margate, Folkestone and Canterbury. Dover does not need
to compete with local towns concentrating on capital cultural
building led regeneration. Instead Dover has the opportunity
to make it possible for the arts and culture to be embedded
in existing initiatives and deliver an enriching programme of
experiences, activities and events that will enrich the quality of
life for all.

The existing institutions, the Castle, the Museum, the
cinema, library and adult learning institutions will continue
to attract both the tourist and the resident. They will also
be ‘hosts’ and partners in an enhanced parallel cultural
programme that will deliver incidental pleasures, equal in
their incremental effect to the impact of the castle.
The reason for visiting Dover will become Dover itself.

Dover must guard against destroying what is most valued in
order to attract inward investment. Dover should balance revelling
in its assets with mechanisms to ensure that new developments
are as good as they can be. Dover’s topography means that all the
larger developments are inevitably exposed.
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Dover will become an example of best practice throughout
Kent but Dover’s international reputation will travel beyond the
county. A culture of productive joint working will be established
between KCC, DDC and the Town Council and other cultural
partners. In 2010 Dover Arts and Culture Partnership Board will
be established and will continue to go from strength to strength.
By 2015 it will be clear that culture is playing an important
role in the economy of the town, culture will underpin economic
growth and it will be culture which will ‘up the ante’ for all
initiatives. This will include the following:
The Museum/Discovery Centre will initiate a range of
events and projects located within their own buildings but also
throughout Dover which it will develop with local, national and
international partners.
Museum, Cinema, library, South Kent College and Castle
will flourish on their own merits and also through a process
of partnership working and inter-institution ‘pollination’ and
investment
As well as the cable car, English Heritage will establish
connections beyond the castle walls. These will range from joint
projects with the Museum, Discovery Centre and Archives to the
long-term partnership with South Kent College. English Heritage
will also embrace their role in combining Dover’s heritage
with contemporary arts. Projects will include animating empty
spaces in the town with activities such as the demonstration of
traditional craft skills amplified by short courses delivered with
South Kent College.

The importance of design quality as a factor in regeneration
will become embedded as policy and inform the decision making
process of councillors and officers with regard to large scale
developments. A sense of competitive design excellence will be
embraced by land owners such as the Harbour Board.
Those who value the arts will choose to settle in Dover
in recognition of the way that culture enriches everyday life,
from the school curriculum to a visit to the doctors. DAD’s
two different roles as artist practitioners and cultural brokers
will flourish as they promote and awaken the artist in everyone,
including the policy makers.
Watermark DAD’s film made in Dover is likely to achieve
world distribution and lead to other artists relocating to Dover
as residents and on a project-by-project basis. F block managed
by Space Studios will become a reason, alongside the schools and
other amenities, for mid-career artists to choose Dover.
It will emerge that the economic slow-down of 2009
was less of a problem for Dover because the empty sites and
buildings became the site of active temporary projects. These
projects demonstrated the value of cultural activity and informed
long term development. The cultural strategy of 2010 will be
inaugurated by a provocative series of seminars the first of which
is entitled ‘Cheap Beauty’. It will prompt developers working in
Dover and beyond to discover that a small investment in design
pays off and leads to plaudits. One-off seminars will become
sustainable after the introduction of a tough but effective design
review panel.

Following the lead taken by English Heritage and the Castle,
which is no longer a bastion but in many different ways supports
the role heritage plays throughout the town, small independent
retailers will settle in Dover. This improved profile will extend
a customer base to both the cruise ship visitor but also the
increasing passing trade of those who will choose to use the city
centre over out of town shopping.

Executive Summary
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The Dover Cultural Survey and Framework, commissioned by
Dover Pride in May 2009, is a two-part commission. The first
stage assesses the current state of culture in Dover through observation, research, focus groups and interviews with stakeholders, residents, visitors and the business community. The second
stage proposes a strategy and proposals for the future growth of
culture in Dover over the next 10 years. It is organised around a 3
year action plan.

A Cultural Survey and Framework for Dover

The Cultural Survey
The brief, the context, the methodology and the role
of culture in the next 10 years of development.
Introduction:
A Cultural Survey and Framework for Dover
The aims of the Cultural Survey, as stated in
the commission brief, were:
- To be highly accessible and have a strong visual element.
- To deliver a lasting legacy that advocates culture.
- To enable development of the infrastructure and ecology
of a more connected and culturally vibrant town.
- To illustrate a vision of how a culturally vibrant Dover could
look and feel in ten years’ time.
The aims of the Cultural Framework, as stated in the
commission, were to produce:
- A ten-year vision and priorities for 2010 – 2020: providing the
guiding principles and methods for the development of the cultural infrastructure and ecology.
- A case for culture in Dover: a rationale for planning for culture
within Dover’s regeneration and growth including best practice
from appropriate UK regional comparators
- A three-year action plan: embedding and developing culture with
clear and deliverable actions. In this report this is described as
a 3 year programme of action research.
- A toolkit: to identify priority interventions and mechanisms
that will develop the bedrock for growth of a sustainable cultural
infrastructure and economy.
-A list of Community champions: Guidance on how Dover’s
local communities can be engaged and empowered by culture as
part of the regeneration process and how new audiences can be
developed.

Background
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3.0
Methodology

3.1
Mapping Cultural Contributors:
Identifying the existing
The first task of the research was to create a list of the existing
cultural activity and ‘players’ in Dover and solicit additions and
amendments on this list from the steering groups’ members
and, later, from the larger Dover population. The aim was not to
compile a definitive list of Dover’s culture thereby detfining
what is and is not culture. Rather, the aim of the list was to be an
interactive tool to gather local definitions of culture and use the
document to gain wider consensus on what should be recognised
as Dover’s culture. By compiling this list then registering the
location of each identified cultural contributor on a map of
Dover, a view of the richness, densities, and loci of activities was
established. This cultural survey was based on the premise that
culture is what already exists in a location and to build upon this.
This methodology of mapping the existing reflects this premise.
See the appendix 8.1 for the map and list.
3.2
Interviews of Stakeholders:
Snowball method
As the client, Dover Pride and its associated stakeholders such
as Sea Change, are a large and diverse group. The cultural
survey took a wide view of the client base while endeavoring to
simultaneously maintain a specific view of the role, capacities,
and needs of each particular stakeholder.
For example, it was important to both understand the
capacities of DDC urban planners but also to remember how
their role (and these capacities) impacted on other stakeholders
such as the shopkeepers interviewed on Biggin Street.
Thus, though interviews were conducted independently and in
confidence, a larger perspective of the client base was maintained.
The framework reflects the different assets and ambitions of the
different stakeholders. Common themes emerged but also the role
that existing institutions play. It was from these conversations that
for example the potential for Dover Museum was identified, seen
as rich in both existing expertise and artefacts but also trusted
and valued within Dover.
As we identified assets we also identified need. Dover is at a point
of change with a large number of prospective developments.
A pressing question is how to balance the wish to encourage
development whilst ensuring quality, care and content for the here
and now.
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Interviews were completed through a snowball sampling process–
starting with the steering group members of the cultural survey
and expanding to the suggested stakeholders that steering group
members identified. Interviews were often conducted twice to
clarify points followed up with email notes to clarify and expand
on ideas expressed in the interview. All leads to other important
stakeholders were followed. This snowball method efficiently
identified critical members of Dover’s cultural activity and also
revealed the working pathways and collaborative relationships
between each stakeholder. See appendix 8.4 for a complete list
of the stakeholders interviewed.
3.3
Sample Conversations with
Dover Residents, Businesses and Visitors.

3.4
Observation and Research
Observation and research was carried out throughout the entirety
of the cultural survey. Dover was observed on weekends and
weekdays, both in the town centre, on the waterfront, at the castle
and in residential areas. All major tourist sites were visited as well
as two festivals, the Bleriot and Multicultural Festivals. With these
last two events Dover’s capacity to host events was observed.
Literature on Dover, both books and pamphlets, were read and
websites visited. The survey used this research to understand
how Dover is presented and understood by a public audience.
See appendix 8.3 for a sample of photographs taken during
the observational research. See appendix 8.2 for a sample of the
literature used in research. See appendix 8.5 for the bibliography.

An important aim of the cultural survey was to pinpoint where
community dialogues take place, where people meet, how public
spaces are used and how people value those spaces. One way to
research this was through interviews with random interviewees
in specific locations. Day long interviews, and observations of
use were completed in three locations: (1) the Dover Discovery
Centre/Market Square (weekday July), (2) on Biggin Street
(weekday July), and (3) on the waterfront (Saturday, event, July).
Wide populations of users were interviewed including residents
of all ages from 10 to 80 years old. Tourists (motor, cruise, and
sailors), business owners, shopkeepers, residents, and students
were all sampled for their specific opinions on Dover.
These interviews determined people’s connections with Dover’s
past and future – heritage and history – by gathering basic
demographic data and enquiring further about their perceptions
of and reasons for being in Dover. Most fundamentally, however,
interviews enquired into what people liked about Dover and
what people thought Dover needed. Each respondent’s route
of travel through Dover, or most common route of places
used within Dover, was recorded. This mapping of use revealed
larger networks of usage in Dover stemming from these critical
sample sites. Over 200 responses were gathered over these three
locations. The appendix offers an even sample of the opinions
gathered. See the appendix 8.2 for maps of responses gathered
in these focus groups. In addition, some of Dover’s more
deprived wards were toured and key community leaders in
St Radigund’s, Buckland and Castle wards were interviewed
with the sample interview methodology detailed above.
We hoped through the selection of these three wards to get
a balanced perspective of the communities within Dover and
pinpoint where community dialogue takes place, where people
meet, gain information on relationships with concepts of home,
street and neighborhood and record collective memories.
The selection of a site for the Heritage Action Research Project
outlined at the end of this report is born, in part, out of this
research

Methodology
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4.0
Context Analysis
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4.1
Geographic Analysis
Dover’s cultural assets are both fostered and encumbered by
its unique topographic position as the Gateway to England.
Surrounded on three sides by fortified boundaries (Dover Castle,
the Port of Dover, and Western Heights) and severed from the
seafront by the stream of freight traffic using the port,
Dover town suffers from a disjuncture between the town
centre and its key amenities / tourist attractions. This disjuncture
plays out within Dover politics, economics, and larger society.
An example of this is St Radigund’s (the ward with high indices
of deprivation). It is spatially separated from Dover town by two
underpasses and a thick industrial fabric that forms a distinct
socio-geographical boundary. Culture needs to come to this and
other neighborhoods and public realm improvements have an
important facilitating role.
In addition, the topography could be used more to Dover’s
advantage. Places quite far on foot are visible to the visitor
arriving by sea and road. The drama of this topography is an
advantage to Dover and represents an important cultural feature.
As an historically strategic militaristic stronghold, Dover boasts
an impressive history. As focus for military ambitions, it contains
tremendous archaeological and architectural assets. For example,
the Roman Painted House, Bronze Age Boat and Western Heights
are all under-recognised cultural assets.

A Cultural Survey and Framework for Dover

4.2
Historic Analysis
With Dover’s iconic White Cliffs, Castle, and Port as beacons,
the town has held myriad cultural significances for returning
soldiers, visitors, invading opponents and residents throughout its
history. Both safe harbour and fortified perimeter, this juxtaposed
symbolism plagues an absolute characterisation of an identity of
place. Is Dover a stronghold against or a host to those who enter
its limits?
Dovorians have been characterised as having a ‘siege
mentality’ by many of the people interviewed in the cultural
survey. The stable resident population is considered to have
been embattled through ages of war and are practised at
keeping Dover’s walls high. This disposition has been suggested
to promote an aversion to or scepticism toward change. Our
interviews revealed a wish to see something happening.
Although for the first time in 2000 years, a military garrison
is no longer stationed at Dover, a strong military heritage endures
through family lineage, historic artefacts and the Dovorian culture
as encountered in both museum and casual conversation with
long term residents.
This collective memory is imbued in Dover’s world class
heritage sites but also spatially registered in voids in the town
fabric from WWII shelling & bombings. Though many residents
interviewed had a long family history in Dover, it is noteworthy
that some residents have chosen Dover over other south-eastern
coastal locations for its distinct character. One interviewee
had moved from Folkestone to Dover because it was “much
friendlier in Dover”. Another resident had moved to Dover from
Canterbury because it felt more real, “like a place to live, not to
visit or be a university student.”

Context Analysis
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4.3
Cultural Analysis
Summary of findings
Dover is a port town with the asset of an active and attractive
waterfront. As a busy port town, not a quiet seaside community,
Dover has an active character. The town is complex in its
character-a working port dominated by lorries it is simultaneously
a heritage destination rich in significant buildings and landscapes.
Currently the visitor can miss the assets of the place.
An important aim of the cultural survey was to pinpoint where
community dialogues take place, where people meet, how
public spaces are used and how people value those spaces in
order to give a taste of the layered identity of the town. Over
200 responses were gathered in three locations: the Discovery
Centre and Market Square; Biggin Street; and the Seafront. (see
appendix 8.3 for a sample of the opinions gathered). Dover has
a diverse set of stakeholders, including the community and the
various organisations involved in the regeneration of the town.
The principles of this framework reflect the ambitions of these
stakeholders. (See appendix 8.5 for a list).
Dover Museum was identified as rich in existing expertise
and artifacts and as a trusted and valued institution within Dover.
The Discovery Centre was also identified as a key cultural amenity,
used by a broad cross section of the community.
Observation demonstrated that the discovery centre successfully attracted a mix of ages, visitors and residents, especially
young people who describe it as a neutral space.
The Market Square was identified as a hub within the town.
It is a natural transition point between town and seafront and is
surrounded by key cultural venues including the Museum, cinema,
and Discovery Centre. Awareness of these venues in the Market
Square could be improved. Other areas of existing public space
would also benefit from improvement.

There are organisations, and departments within organisations, several of which are publicly funded, that already invest
in culture and are actively involved in cultural projects including
DDC through its Museum, Dover Town Council and KCC
Archives and libraries. Dover Castle has historically seen as
remote from the everyday life of the town something English
Heritage is keen to address through more public outreach and has
began to do so prompted in part by the Sea Change programme
and discussions around this cultural strategy. There is also
an active and successful community led cultural sector with
an emphasis on amateur dramatics and music, which represents
an important asset the town and lends itself to further expansion.
Dover Arts Development (DAD) is an important arts
organisation which is always referred to in discussions around
culture in Dover. They have a history of securing funding,
a commitment to quality, are well networked and are generous
with their involvement. For these reasons there could be
a tendency to rely on DAD for the quick fix there is merit
in encouraging their more ambitious larger scale projects,
and utilising their networking skills.
There is potential to gain added value through partnership
working between these parties and others. The historic and
current development of the town and the current economic
climate have resulted in a number of vacant sites and empty
properties. Many of these are visually unattractive, and perpetuate
scepticism within the community about regeneration and change.
Many respondents expressed a desire to see ‘something happen’.
As well as severing amenities and attractions from the town
centre, the topography divides the major residential areas from
each other and the town centre. Culture could play an important
role in engaging these communities and facilitating movement
between areas. The topography also means that many places are
highly visible from around the town, and this could be used to
the town’s advantage.
Historically low land values and market failure has led to compromises between aspiration and the perceived reality of what is
achievable. Thought needs to be given as to how to balance the
wish not to lose development with ensuring quality and content.
The scale of development in the town puts the culture of Dover
in a vulnerable position but it also has the potential to support
current assets, create new ones, and to use culture to support
the creation of quality new environments and experiences.
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4.4
Next Ten Years of Development
Looking forward, Dover is at a critical position in its culture and
town planning. As stated in the Dover Pride literature, ‘Dover
is a town at a turning point. It is about to embrace major change with the
expansion of the Docks and the award of Growth Point status.’
Indeed, there is a converging momentum of many large projects:
Dover Town Investment Zone, expansion of Terminal 2 by
the Harbour Board, potential creation of a cable car connecting
water front and castle, renovation of the Dover Castle’s Keep,
the Tonkin Liu Waterfront Three Waves Project, the new Sea
Sports Centre complex, KCC, the potential to promote the
Western Heights and the high speed rail linking Dover to London
in 67 minutes. This scale of development puts the culture of
Dover in a vulnerable position that should be handled with
prudence. Dover would benefit from a view towards collaborative
development in all these ventures, building on the work of Dover
Pride to ensure that the town is not further fractured. The aim
needs to be for greater unification of culture in Dover rather than
entrenching the existing disjuncture.
It is precisely because of the scale of change that an equal
expansion of access to culture needs to be promoted.
The argument has been made for culture in terms of economic
benefit, for well-being and education. This strategy argues that
the cultural strategy can, in addition, be a guardian of quality, the
means by which to value the existing heritage (as understood in its
widest terms) and ask more of any new additions to the town.

St James / Dover Town Investment Zone

Castle Refurbishment

Dover Sea Sports Centre

Bleriot Memorial

Connaught Barracks

Buckland Mill
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White Cliffs Business Park

Dover Priory Station

Esplanade

Western Docks / Terminal 2

Cable Car

Context Analysis
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10 Years of Development in Dover

2012

English
Heritage

Dover District Council

White Cliffs Business Park

Bleriot Memorial (DDC, Sea Change)
Dover Sea Sports Centre (DDC, DHB, HCA, SEEDA, KCC)

Castle Refurbishment (English Heritage,
Sea Change)

Esplanade (KCC, Sea Change)

KCC

Sea Change

Dover Pride

Dover
Harbour Board

Private

2010

Dover Priory Station (KCC, DCC, SE RAil, Network SE)

SEEDA

HCA

Waterfront project (DHB, SEEDA, HCA, KCC, DDC)
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2014

2016

2018

2020

(Private, DDC)

St James / Dover Town Investment Zone (DDC)

Cable Car (English Heritage, KCC, DDC, SEEDA, DHB)
Western Docks / Terminal 2 (DHB)

k SE)

Connaught Barracks (HCA)

Buckland Mill (SEEDA, HCA)

Context Analysis
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5.0
Overarching
Principles

The Dover Cultural Strategy makes the argument for culture
by demonstrating the way it can underpin economic growth
and bring wider regeneration benefits by making Dover the
place in which you want to live.
Three overarching principles inform this piece of work
namely: balancing long term projects with the here and now,
building up content and activity rather than investing in new
buildings and structures and making being a good host,
Dover’s ‘in kind’ contribution for external funding.
5.0
It is all about Balance:
The guiding principles for development
of the cultural infrastructure.
The guiding principle of this cultural framework is the necessity
to introduce the concept of balance in all planning for the future
in Dover. During the cultural survey stage, it was clear
in conversations with stakeholders that there is an imbalance
in Dover between aspiration and realisation, between long scale
projects and the here and now, between existing assets and their
unmet potential, and between individual stakeholders
and cohesive group action.
In one resident’s words (though this was a sentiment
expressed by over 80% of those interviewed), “there is a lot
of talk about big projects, but little visible outcome.” In one
interviewee’s words, “there is a quality deficit in Dover.”
To correct this imbalance, this cultural strategy aims to provide
the balancing element to the strength of Dover’s aspirations,
assets, and many stakeholders.
It does not propose to amplify Dover’s culture by building
concert halls or arts centres or other capital projects. Instead it
recommends that an inventory of existing buildings is made
to show that potentially they are draws in themselves.
An understated approach is suggested: value what it there
already. Dover has a distinct cultural life, characterised by
active sports, deep historic roots, an important architectural `
and archeological heritage, strong schools and colleges,
and friendly citizens and business owners. What is missing
is a shared agreement that the assets exist and a shared will
to promote them for the visitor and the resident.
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5.1
Balance: Long term projects / Here & now
There is a convergence of upcoming development projects that
promise much change for Dover in the next 10 years, from its
transportation infrastructure (Dover Priory Station renovations
and high speed rail link) to increased heritage value (renovated
Castle Keep) and physical and economic modifications (Dover
Town Investment Zone). These large scale, long-term projects
need to be balanced with the current structures of Dover.
For example, investment in Dover’s schools can shift growth
point status from a description to an opportunity thus creating
a reason for young families to move to Dover. This suggested
decision to exploit the value of what already exists is amplified
in strategy 5.3 and 5.4
Expectations by the wider Dover population for change
(repeatedly expressed in interviews and focus groups, see
appendix) could be met by ‘here and now’ projects.
The expressed disillusionment by citizens of Dover could
be ameliorated by these immediate projects. The ‘active research
projects’ outlined in this report provide a sampling of projects
that, if implemented, could serve in this ‘here and now’ role.
Further, these active research projects, focused on the next three
years of development, could prime Dover society for the longer
term, large-scale changes.

Smaller initiatives in the here and now would enhance the awaited
development projects with an increased quality of place.
We also suggest that the potential for temporary improvements
of inert sites in advance of development is explored. For example
the Meanwhile Lease legal agreement developed by the CLG
(Communities and Local government) offers landlords the peace
of mind that land lent to community use remains secure.
This is not about securing empty shops for artists instead it
should be seen as a way of augmenting existing assets for
example -adult education having a shop unit as beauty salon(another possible link project with UCA) or commissions linked
to growing temporary landscapes.In recognition of the current
challenging market, we propose a series of seminars, starting with
‘Cheap Beauty: What does the golden section (the production of
beauty and balance in architecture) cost per m2?’ as a prompt
for discussion on how to achieve quality in development at a time
of constricted budgets.

long term projects vs. here & now
Overarching Principles
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5.2
Balance: Building structures / Building up content
It is imperative that existing and proposed structures should
be coupled with the production or support for content. The
possibilities of these built structures is only realised, however,
when they are activated through occupation and usage. Built
structures can be a platform for activity and the success of a built
development project is largely determined, in the long term, by
the extent to which it is used. In this way, built structures and
cultural activity can be seen as symbiotic, benefiting from one
another’s success.
Content needs to be created in order for the upcoming
infrastructure to flourish. Built structures need to be balanced by
efforts to generate content for these built platforms. For example,
commissioned work performances, festivals, workshops, events
in Dover should produce content for the Big Screen in Market
Square and the waterfront esplanade by Tonkin Liu could be
developed as a venue for acoustic music performances (whether
licensed busking or organised events).

built structures vs. building up content
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5.3
Balance: External funding / The good host
Recently Dover has been the focus of external funding from
Sea Change/CABE and Arts Council SE. It is important to
recognise that funds are already spent in the cultural arena. DDC
provides matched funding for culture as it funds the operations
and maintenance of the Dover Museum. This report does not
propose that DDC reconfigure an already incredibly tight budget,
but rather that DDC simply balance the arrival of each amount
of external funding with a spirit of hospitality to make it easy for
each funded initiative to flourish. This means liscencing events
with a risk benefit rather than risk avoidance approach.

5.4
Balance: Existing institutions within Dover /
New initiatives in Margate and Folkestone
and the existing role of Canterbury
We do not propose that Dover should have any new capital
projects or new institutions. Instead we propose that attention
should be given to the expansion of the field of operations of
the important assets which exist, namely the Castle and English
Heritage as a organisation and the Dover Museum as a collection.
We see the need to support the vision of its director with the
potential of the Discovery Centre, Museum and cinema becoming
a focus for culture with the means to reach out and establish
connections and projects throughout the town. This does not
preclude individuals and groups basing themselves in Dover.
On the contrary. There is sufficient infrastructure with which
interesting relationships could be formed.
For example the sheer impact of Dover’s existing assets
whether Castle or Docks could be exploited as hosts for
events which complement rather than compete with Margate
or Folkestone. For example, hosting a film festival in existing
structures and buildings (see Jersey as a precedent) where
a curator selected with Turner Contemporary is invited to
select a programme of specific films.

external funding vs. good host
Overarching Principles
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6.0
A toolkit
for “How to”
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A tool kit of “How to?”
for the delivery of the Cultural Strategy
The cultural framework is about building Dover’s reputation
through the enrichment of everyday experience of the resident
and the visitor.. The Cultural Strategy proposes that Dover focus
on the reputation of its existing cultural assets and the potential
for those assets to thrive and work in partnership. The principles
outlined below describe the ways in which Dover, in the next 10
years, can increase the reputation of its cultural life by enhancing
its existing assets and inherent character.

A Cultural Survey and Framework for Dover

6.1 Purposeful and Playful
Dover’s reputation should focus on its character as a town thatis
both purposeful and playful. Culture should be interwoven with
the fabric and existing activities of the town.
The cultural strategy builds on the unique qualities of a town
where Channel swimmers practise whilst children paddle, sea
anglers fish as passengers disembark from cruise ships, sailing
classes occur while teenagers sit and chat on the beach front
and residents enjoy active waterfront sports in the same harbour
where their neighbours work aboard ferry ships.
Look for other opportunities to bring different qualities together -for example were the decision made to plant a wild flower
meadow between the ruins of St Martins some of the bucolic feel
of the cliff tops could be brought into the centre of Dover or if
a conversation was developed with the harbour board to map and
foreground the historic elements not as a threat to future development but insted a cost effective way expand the cruise ship offer.
It is essential that all policy makers celebrate this particular
character of Dover and do not attempt to import an identity.

Purposeful & Playful

A toolkit of “how to”
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6.2 Enrich Rather than Bolt On
Another principle in building Dover’s reputation is to enrich
rather than bolt on. Current assets should be enriched rather than
starting new initiatives with the potential to mask what exists in
Dover already.

6.3 Promote Existing Assets
The last principle in Dover’s Cultural Framework is to promote
its existing assets. Market Square is home to the Dover Museum,
cinema, the archeological remains of the Classis Britannicus
Fort and St Martin Le Grand, Dover Discovery Centre, its cafe
and library. Dover’s reputation as a place with a cultural life would
increase if these existing assets are better promoted
and supported.
A gentle remodelling of Market Square could make a shared
foreground to link them with a series of small commissions, one
to promote the other. For example, a filmmaker could be invited
to curate sea scenes from classic films for the Big Screen whilst
the Museum organises a display linked to a classic film season
in the cinema.

Enrich rather than bolt on

1. Remodelling of ramped access to the Discovery Centre to extend Market Square
gives a shared setting for cinema, Museum, cafe and Discovery Centre.
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2. Highlighting the assets (in discussion with English Heritage)
of the Museum and cinema.

Promote existing assets

3. As an alternative to the land bridge, a remodelling of the underpass to
introduce daylight and step free access, showcasing Dover’s sites of interest.

A toolkit of “how to”
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10 Years of Development in Dover …

2012

Private

2010

Dover District Council

English
Heritage

Bleriot Memorial (DDC, Sea Change)
Dover Sea Sports Centre (DDC, DHB, HCA, SEEDA)

Castle Refurbishment (English Heritage, sea change)

Esplanade (KCC, Sea Change)

KCC

Sea Change

Dover Pride

Dover
Harbour Board

White Cliffs Business Park

Dover Priory Station (KCC, DCC, SE Rail, Network SE)

SEEDA

HCA

Waterfront project (DBH, SEEDA, HCA, KCC, DCC)
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pollinated by Cultural Framework

2014

2016

2018

2020

(Private, DDC)

St James / Dover Town Investment Zone (DDC)

Cable Car (English Heritage, KCC, DDC, SEEDA, DHB)
Western Docks / Terminal 2 (DHB)

k SE)

Connaught Barracks (HCA)

Buckland Mill (SEEDA, HCA)

A toolkit of “how to”
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7.0
Cultivate:
Action Plan
March 2010 –
March 2013

A vision is both a journey and a destination.
The cultural strategy begins with a three year programme
of discrete but thematically linked projects to deliver
the ambitions of the strategy. This first three years is
an experimental period which will reveal the assets and
potential of Dover and provoke new partnerships through
these projects. Dover residents and visitors will encounter
the Action Research initiatives and their subsequent effects
as participant observer or delivery partner of both the
project and its afterlife.
The experimental three year Action Research stage will
be risk-embracing: ‘Can’t’ will be replaced with ‘Why not?’.
It is described as experimental Action Research because it
is envisaged that in 2012 this strategy will be revisited and
evaluated in the light of the new partnerships established.
The most important element is the role of cultural
producer/broker. This is the person who would match make
say between capacity at the University of Kent or University
of the Creative Arts and potential projects in Dover.
Or exploring what would really be needed to make Dover
a more attractive place to make films. Or being the go
between to seek temporary uses for empty buildings.
Example 1: Buildings and infrastructure
The Dover Museum and Discovery Centre with the St Martins
ruins is an extraordinary asset-relatively simple reallocation of
spaces could create an active ground floor use which in turn could
have a positive impact on the Market Square.
The current new county wide vision for Kent Archives and
Library Services could be further developed with the Discovery
Centre. In particular how it could be integrated with the public
realm. Another example is the potential to renovate the current
underpass rather than build a brand new pedestrian bridge to
connect the town and waterfront. Dover’s reputation will only
increase if current assets are re-imagined as valuable to the
future of the town.
What would it take?
Relatively small capital sums could experiment with the creation
of an active ground floor of the discovery centre and the
improvement of the public realm.
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Example 2: Education

Example 3: Public Art

This principle also applies to education, the strategy recommends
that most cultural initiatives could with a “cultural producer”
in place make links to school and with sufficient planning time
to give them a meaningful role in them curriculum but also to
consider what adult education is offered in Dover. It is notable
that South Kent College appears to offer mainly construction or
beauty courses. This seems a narrow definition of a Dovorians
ambitions and interests. A number of the action research projects
in the Action Plan propose to widen the content of adult
education in Dover. New linkages could be made with minimal
administration for example why not establish a programme with
the UCA MA programme in graphic design to design signage for
small businesses in Dover –the students get a showcase for their
work, the town a reputation for being interested in nurturing the
creative industries.

This cultural framework puts a moratorium on permanent
public art in the next six years. The reason for doing this is that
permanent public art commissions can be viewed as ‘add on’ with
the danger that this becomes ‘instead of ’. Instead of the long
slog of commissioning and implementing thought-about design,
‘instead of ” the support to social infrastructure (we have seen
public art briefs that ask for social contracts or play structures,
or the making safe of a place) small budgets and overly ambitious
briefs are allocated to public art commissions.
It is time to demand more thinking, a better design and at the
same time make Dover the town which welcomes the temporary
commission and event. This is not a proposal to ban art practise
from the public realm rather a well developed brief for a series
of artist commissions to work with inert development sites with
artists interested in greening and growing could have a marked
effect on Dover for resident and visitor. The developers of
Connaught Barracks who have a track record of commissioning
permanent public art are open to a more fluid definition of their
potential investment in culture.

What would this take?
A relationship to be brokered between DDC and UCA
enthusiasm from tutors and students and DDC officers.

What would it take?
A different approach to development applications, a design review
panel to support planners, along with a different attitude to 106
agreements and enforcement of planning conditions to maintain
quality alongside a strong curator for a number of smaller
temporary commissions for inert sites.

Cultivate: the Action Plan
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Action Plan

An action plan must focus on:
- Creating an environment where culture can flourish and
ambitions are raised for the activity (e.g. amateur) that
currently exist
- Creating the post of a cultural producer rather than arts officer
to prompt and support partnerships both with Dover and
between Dover institutions and outside both within KCC
and beyond. This could be a role for Dover Pride.
- A stronger sense of local place and identity
- Enriching existing assets and creating partnerships through
support for culture.
- Improving the quality of the proposed developments and
existing landscape, both built and natural.
The Action Plan should be structured as action research.
As the projects are delivered, partnerships will be formed and
the viability of the strategy can be assessed. Any projects which
emerge from this strategy can be evaluated (both qualitively and
in terms of NI11 criteria) and successful strands will be nurtured
and funding sought to embed these practices in the everyday
experiences of the inhabitants and political structures of Dover.
The aim of the action plan is to have embedded culture in
everyday practice and to have demonstrated the added value it
brings. The resulting confidence will enable more to be asked
of new development, whether initiated by a private developer,
the Harbour Board or KCC.
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Cultivate: the Action Plan
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Afterword

Firstly thank you to those who generously contributed their
knowledge and ideas to the development of this strategy.
Dover is a town rich in both assets and potential
Culture even in these economically stretched times can be placed
in the centre - the glue between seemingly disparate agendas and
services.

Afterword
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8.0
Appendix
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8.1
Map

ARC Archaeology
ARC 01 B r onz e Age B oa t G a l l e r y,
Market Square
ARC 0 2 Dover Castle
ARC 03 Roman Painted House
ARC 04 Secret Wartime Tunnels, Dover Castle
ARC 05 St James ruins
ARC 06 Western Heights
BKS
BKS
BKS
BKS
BKS
BKS
BKS
BKS

Archives, Books, and Manuscripts
01 Adams Printers, Jim Adams
02 Dover Express Newspaper
03 DDC Archives
04 Dover Library
05 Hooked on Books
06 Kent Mobile Library
07 Mercury Newspaper

CER Ceramics and Glass
CER 01 Charity Shops
ELC
ELC
ELC
ELC

Electronics, Magnetic, and Digital Media
01 Big Screen
02 BBC Kent 96.7 FM
03 Clovelly Recording Studio at
St Edmund’s
ELC 04 KETV film studios, run by Federation
for the Arts

MTL
MTL
MTL
MTL

Metals
01 Fish Tackle Shops, Snargate Street
02 John Haste, blacksmith
03 Sharp and Enright Ships Chandlery,
Snargate Street
MTL 04 STUFF ironmongers, London Rd

NAT
NAT
NAT
NAT
NAT
NAT
NAT
NAT

Natural History
01 Garden Allotments
02 Kent Wildlife Trust
03 The National Trust
04 Port of Dover
05 River Dour
06 Royal Horticultural Society
07 White Cliffs of Dover

HMR
HMR
HMR
HMR

Human Remains
01 Charlton Cemetery
02 Cowgate Cemetery
03 St Mary’s Cemetery

PHO Photographs and Film
PHO 01 Historic Postcard Collection
at Dover Museum
PHO 02 Silver Screen Cinema
TEX Costume and Textile
TEX 01 Charity Shops on High Street
TEX 02 Historic Costume Collection at Dover
Museum
TEX 03 Knitting Circle with Age Concern
TEX 04 Sophie Lace Making at Triangles
Community Centre
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ART Art
ART DR Drama
ART DR 01 Blackfish Academy at Discovery
Centre
ART DR 02 Crew of Patches, theatre group
ART DR 03 Dover Pageant
ART DR 04 Dover Operatic and Dramatic
Society
ART DR 05 Dover Youth Theatre
ART DR 06 Step-up School of Dance & Drama
ART DR 07 White Cliffs Theatre Group
ART DN Dance
ART DN 01 Jason Jordan
ART DN 02 St Rags Tea Dance, weekly for elderly
at Triangles Community Centre

ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART

FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD

ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART

FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD
FD

ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART

MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU

Food
01 The Allotment
02 La Scala
03 La Via Roma
04 Amigos
05 Mandy’s Tea Shop
06 Dicken’s Corner
07 Polka
08 Cullins Yard
09 Light of India (Townwall Street)
10 Taste of India (London Rd)
11 Chaplins (Church Street)
12 The Honey Pot Café (Church Street)
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Café on Prince of Wales Pier
The Dovorian
The Carpathian
Café at Kearsney Abbey
Beano Café
The Chance Pub
Prince Albert Pub
The Red Lion Pub
Kebab Shop
Café on Beaconsfield Ave
La Salle Verte, Cafe in
Dover Discovery Centre

Music
01 Forwoods Music
02 Dover Music Society
03 Dock Rock Music Festival
04 Louis Armstrong Pu
05 Music for Change
06 St. Mary’s Church
07 Sing Up Communities

ART TH Theatre
ART TH 01 Astor College Theatre
ART TH 02 DDC’s Open Air Cinema in
Connaught Park
ART TH 03 Round House Theatre
in Discovery Centre

ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART

VS Visual Art
VS 01 Ace Community Arts
VS 02 Box Gallery or Centurion House
VS 03 Castle Fine Arts Studio
VS 04 Charlton Arts Centre
VS 05 DAD Ltd, Joanna Jones and
Claire Smith
VS 06 Dover Sewing Centre
VS 07 Shepherdswell Art Society
VS 08 Temple Ewell Art Workshop, group
of artists that meet weekly to paint
VS 09 White Cliffs Creative Guild
VS 10 White Cliffs Gallery

HRT
HRT
HRT
HRT
HRT
HRT
HRT
HRT
HRT
HRT

Architecture and Built Heritage
01 BT Telephone Exchange
02 Buckland House, Buckland Paper Mill
03 Crabble Corn Mill
04 Dover Cruise Terminal
05 Dover Castle
06 Dover College includes Dover Priory
07 Dover Museum
08 Eagle Pub, London Rd
09 Early Church/Chapel just past Yorck St
roundabout towards London Rd
HRT 10 Fort Burgoyne
HRT 11 Grand Shaft and Daphne Oram
HRT 12 Kings Hall

MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT
MAT

Natural Materials
01 Admirality Pier for all-night fishing
02 Connaught Park
03 Crabble Athletic Ground
04 Danes Recreation Ground
05 Dover Beach
06 Dover Sea Angling Association
07 Kearsney Abbey
08 Langdon Cliffs
09 Pencester Gardens
10 Prince of Wales Pier for fishing
11 Russel Gardens
12 St Radigund’s MultiUse Games Area
13 Samphire Hoe, WCCP
14 Shakespeare Beach for angling
15 Southern Breakwater for sea fishing,
accessible by boat
MAT 16 Sheridan Road MultiUse Games Area
MAT 17 Whitfield Recreation Ground
Multi Use Games Area
PLS Plastics and Man Made Materials
PLS 01 Bowling Green and Club next to Age
Concern Riverside Centre
PLS 02 Children’s Playground Pencester
Gardens
PLS 03 Skate Park, Pencester Gardens

HRT 13 Lord Warden’s House
HRT 14 Maison Dieu with the old goal and
clock tower
HRT 15 Pharos Lighthouse, St Mary in Castro
HRT 16 Old Unitarian Church
HRT 17 St Ranigunds Abbey
HRT 18 Snoops, Castle Street, listed cinema
HRT 19 South Foreland Lighthouse
HRT 20 South Kent College building
HRT 21 Victoria Park, Grade II listed crescent
of 26 houses in its own park with
a gate house
HRT 22 Victorian bus shelter on Folkestone Rd
HRT 23 White Horse Pub

SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC

OBJ
OBJ
OBJ
OBJ
OBJ

SOC 13 Exercise for Disabled at Triangles
Community Centre
SOC 14 Gymnastic Centre at St Radigunds
SOC 15 Invicta Sailing Group
SOC 16 Leisure Centre managed by Vista
Leisure
SOC 17 Martial Arts Clubs
SOC 18 Model Boat Society
SOC 19 Power Lifting at Astor College
SOC 20 Refugee Legal Centre
SOC 21 Royal Yachting Association
SOC 22 Town Hall
SOC 23 Triangle Community Centre
SOC 24 Waterloo Pirates Sailing Club
SOC 25 White Cliffs Boat Tours
SOC 26 Yoga at Triangles Community Centre

ETH
ETH
ETH
ETH
ETH
ETH
ETH
ETH

Larger and Working Objects
01 Dover Priory Railway Station
02 Dover Bus Station
03 Eastern Docks
04 Western Docks

Ethnography and Folk Life
01 Bleriot Memorial
02 Channel Swimming
03 Dover Museum
04 Dover Society
05 Dover Transportation Museum
06 Dover War Memorial
07 P r inc e s s of Wa l e s R oya l R e gim e nt
Museum (inside Dover Castle)
ETH 08 St. Margaret’s Museum (Centre for
Sustainable LivingThe Bay Trust)
ETH 09 The Women’s Land Army Museum

SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC

Social History
01 Archery club
02 Ark
03 Buckland Community Centre
04 Channel Swimming
05 Citizens Advice Bureau
06 Cross Links Buckland
07 Dog Training at Triangles Community
Centre
08 Dover Discovery Centre
09 Dover District Council Offices,
White Cliffs Business Park
10 Dover Lifeguards
11 Dover Sea Sports Centre
12 Dover Town Council offices,
Biggin Street
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8.2
Photographs
Weekdays, Weekends, Festivals,
Community Events, Housing Wards,
Businesses, Town Meetings

Underpass to Dover Town
Centre from Waterfront,
proposed pedestrian bridge to
replace passage
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Shop to let on Biggins Street

Shop to let on Market Square

DDC acquired vacant property

Shop to let on Biggins Street
Shop to let on Biggins Street

Shop to let on Market Square
Appendix
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Saturday Market during
Multi Cultural Festival 2009

Market Square with the newly
installed Big Screen

Internet Access at Dover
Discovery Centre

Dover Library at the Dover
Discovery Centre

Bleriot Festival on the Dover
Waterfront
Triangles Community Centre
in St Radigunds
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Dover Waterfront during
Bleriot Festival 2009, with view
of Dover Castle on proposed
site of Cable Car

Appendix
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8.3
Data: Focus Groups

50 year old woman who is writing a
book on Dover’s industrial history.

My favorite thing in Dover is the schools
and the teachers. What Dover needs is to
make more of what they have.
“Dover doesn’t make enough of what they have.”

63 year old man who is a banker that
commutes from Dover to Brussels.

1
My favorite thing in Dover is walking
the White Cliffs. What Dover needs is a
bigger hospital.
“Dover has too much culture for its size.”

2

32 year old woman, a nail technician
who just moved from Portugal.
My favorite thing in Dover is the
friendliness of people.
What Dover needs is a better job centre,
one close to town centre.
“The job centre in Dover is terrible.”

3
15 year old girl, a Czech Republic
immigrant who attends St Edmunds.
My favorite thing in Dover is teen club at
the Discovery Centre.
What Dover needs is more places with
music for teens.
“All the shops in Dover close at 6 pm and then
there is nothing to do.”

4

10 year old girl who attends St Mary’s
and loves the Dover library.

My favorite thing in Dover is cycling on the
waterfront. What Dover needs is more
programmes for kids at the library.
“I like to cycle along the waterfront.”

5
6

58 year old man and woman, American
cruise ship tourists that have visited four
times.
Our favorite thing in Dover is free internet
at Discovery Centre. What Dover needs is
to market to cruise ship passengers.
“No information about Dover is given onboard the
cruise ship. They want to sell us their expensive tours.”

Dover Responds at the Discovery Centre
What is culture … and why is it important to you?
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67 year old man and woman, Swedish
motor tourists visiting the White Cliffs
for the day.
Our favorite thing in Dover is the White
Cliffs. What Dover needs is to move its
tourist information centre.
“It was hard to find the library
and tourist information centre.”

9 year old boy who lives on Folkestone
Road and attends Dover Grammar.

My favorite thing in Dover is the swimming
pool near the port. What Dover needs is
more field trips at school.
“Dover has good views.”

17 year old boy who immigrated from
Slovakia and attends Astor College.

My favorite thing in Dover is school and my
teachers. What Dover needs is a real area
for teenagers.
“The Discovery Centre is the best thing in Dover.”

7
50 year old man, who was raised in
Dover and works for Dover Museum.
My favorite thing in Dover is that people
are bullshit free. What Dover needs is to
protect history, not distort it.
“People in Dover are protective of the museum.
They went for their first school field trip and they
are proud of it.”

40 year old man who was raised near
Dover and works as an architect.

8

My favorite thing in Dover is the heritage
of its buildings. What Dover needs is to
deal with its lorry road.
“Dover needs to deal with its lorry road … it’s a
shame that the port is cut off from the town.”

9

10

11
12

56 year old woman who moved from
Folkestone to live in the Waterloo Flats.
My favorite thing in Dover is the open top
bus tour in the summer.
What Dover needs is to better publicized
their adult education classes.
“Dover is a lot friendlier than Folkestone.
The shop keepers all want to talk to you.”

Appendix
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45 year old woman who works in Dover
but never goes to the town centre.
My favorite thing in this, the waterfront.
What Dover needs is individually owned
shops, not just chain stores.
“Dover must do something with
its town centre.”

76 year old man who lives in London
and has come 10 times to visit friends.

2

1

My favorite thing in Dover is that it is a
lively place, very friendly. What Dover needs
is a better arrival system for ferry passengers.
“I think the sea gives a lot to the town. Dover is a
place that is waiting to happen.”

13 year old boy who lives on Folkestone
Road and attends Archer’s Court.
My favorite thing in Dover is cycling
around town. What Dover needs are cycle
lanes and more for youngsters to do.
“Right now you can’t cycle anywhere in Dover
without the police telling you to get out of the way.”

68 year old woman who lives on Belgrave
Road and enjoys cards and bingo.
My favorite thing in Dover is my bridge
club and pensioner’s club. What Dover
needs is a nice theatre for its dramatic groups.
“Dover has great dramatic groups, they just
need a nice theatre in Dover.”

43 year old man who lives in Elm’s Vale
and loves Dover’s natural history.
My favorite thing in Dover is walking the
White Cliffs to St Margarets. What Dover
needs is to finish what it starts developing.
“We have talked about St. James
Development for at least 15 years do far,
but nothing is happening.”

3

5

4
6

42 year old man and woman Swedish
sailors arriving from France, on route
to Spain.
Our favorite thing in Dover is the harbour –
the facilities are great. What Dover needs is
to comparably price their moorings to Europe.
“This is a great harbour for sailors – some of
the best facilities we have ever used.”

Dover Responds on the Waterfront
What is culture … and why is it important to you?
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49 year old man who moved to Dover
from Canterbury and lives in River.
My favorite thing in Dover is the Regatta
and waterfront festivals. What Dover needs
is to focus on the town centre – it is run down.
“I prefer Dover to Canterbury because it
has no students – Dover is a place to live not
visit or study.”

71 year old woman who lives in Elm’s
Vale and enjoys patchwork and sewing.
My favorite thing in Dover is my sewing club.
What Dover needs is more for youngsters
to do and to have more going on.
“The waterfront needs more going on – it’s a shame
because it is a lovely area.”

59 year old woman who is an American
visiting Dover and Canterbury.
My favorite thing in Dover is the castle and
waterfront. What Dover needs is real town
square that is a centre focus of activity.
“Dover doesn’t have a square, they have
a moment in the road.”

25 year old woman who lives in Buckland
and enjoys all the peaceful scenery.
My favorite thing in Dover is the peaceful
areas – the parks and gardens.
What Dover needs is to get rid of the
supermarkets outside of town.
“Too many people put Dover down. It has a lot to
offer like peaceful scenery.”

7

8
70 year old man who is lives on Maison
Dieu Road and is a member of E.H.

10

My favorite thing in Dover is the White
Horse, Blake’s and Louis Armstrong.
What Dover needs is to stop spending
money on crazy projects.
“Dover is not a place I would recommend.”

11

9
12
56 year old man who moved to Dover
for his work as a Customs Agent.
My favorite thing in Dover is the
restaurants -- Cullen’s and La Scala.
What Dover needs is to advertise better,
market, promote itself.
“Dover needs to promote itself better. People
drive through and don’t stop.”
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50 year old woman, owner, who leases from
a London landlord that owns whole block.
My favorite thing in Dover is that people try
to do things. What Dover needs is lower
business rates.
“People try to do things for the town but morale is
so low that never getting any backing, so nothing
ever gets done.”

27 year old woman, employee, who has
recently moved to Dover for this job.
My favorite thing in Dover is walking the
White Cliffs. What Dover needs is more for
young people to do.
“There really isn’t much to do here. I am only
living here for work”

57 year old man, owner, who lives on the
outside of town and shops at Tescos.
My favorite thing in Dover is the sea.
What Dover needs is more going on in
town centre.
“All the shops in town centre are closing so there is
no reason to come to town centre.”

1
2
60 year old man, owner, an Italian
immigrant who raised family in Dover.
My favorite thing in Dover is the schools
and teachers. What Dover needs is more
care for its town centre.
“My children have received great educations in
Dover, but young people need more to do with
there time here.”

3

4

5
62 year old woman, volunteer, who
works at a charity shop in spare time.

6

My favorite thing in Dover is the
countryside and getting out of town.
What Dover needs is bigger shops to move
in, less clothing shops.
“This use to be a bustling town. Now we have
problems with stealing. The youth need more to do.”

75 year old woman, owner, American
cruise ship tourists that have visited four
times.
My favorite thing in Dover is watching the
ships go out. What Dover needs is a
bowling alley for the youngsters.
“I don’t like money being spent on Big Screen.
Money should be spent on cleaning up the town.”

Dover Shopkeepers Respond on Biggins Street
What is culture … and why is it important to you?
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65 year old man, owner, who was born
and raised in Dover and lives in River.
My favorite thing in Dover is the friendliness
of people. What Dover needs is to low
business rates and make a uniform code.
“I have lived here my whole life. Dover is a difficult
place to do business. The business rates are
expensive and inconsistent.”

48 year old woman, employee, who was
born in Dover and lives in Buckland.

My favorite thing in Dover is the waterfront.
What Dover needs is a bowling alley.
“I don’t like development like the Charston Centre.
Dover needs a bowling alley for the youth.”

50 year old man, owner; who moved
from London five years ago.
My favorite thing in Dover is the heritage
and architecture. What Dover needs is more
individual entrepreneurs who are creative.
“Dover is a frustrating place to own a business.
Nothing gets done in town.”

40 year old woman, owner, who was
raised in Dover and lives in Castle Ward
My favorite thing in Dover is the history.
What Dover needs is to seafood shops.
“I can’t believe that a place with so much heritage,
the Gateway to England, does not have more
happening.”

30 year old man, employee, who lives on
Combe Valley Road.

8

9
10

7

11

12

My favorite thing in Dover is the seafront
and castle. What Dover needs is to have
more for tourists to do and to market it.
“Dover is a tourist area, but there is nothing
for tourists to do.”

23 year old woman, employee, who
moved lives on Folkestone Road.
My favorite thing in Dover is the waterfront.
What Dover needs is to get more going in
the centre of town.
“We need a bigger and better cinema and
a bowling alley for young people.”
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8.4
Data: Publications
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8.5
List of Contributors

Local Business Owners
Aladdin’s
AJ Simmons Jewelers
The Allotment
The Carpathian
Cullins Yard
Gomes Bakery
Mandy’s Tea Shop
Mobility
Polka
La Scala
La Via Roma / Amigos
Louis Armstong Pub

Tourists
American Cruise Tourists
American Motor Tourists
British Motor Tourists
British Cruise Tourists
French Cruise Tourists
Swedish Cruise Tourists
Swedish Motor Tourists
Swedish Sailors docked at the harbour

Local Shop Keepers
Costa Coffee
Dover Castle Shop
Dover Museum Shop
Dover Discovery Centre Cafe
Hooked On Books
Pound Shop
McDonalds
Sussex Bookstore
Tourist Information Centre
YMCA Consignment Shop
Cancer Research UK Consignment Shop
Local Artists
Edda Jones
Joanna Jones
Clare Smith
Jonathan Wright
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KCC
Heather Hilton
Dave Hughes
Maryanne Moore
Katherine Putnam
Sally Staples
Sarah Wren
DDC
Nadeem Aziz
Clive Alexander

Dover Library / Round House Theatre
KCC Regeneration
Dover Discovery Centre /
Kent Adult Education
KCC Kent Design Manager t
KCC Arts Development Unit
KCC

Paul Watkins

DDC Chief Executive Officer
DDC Heritage Manager and
Urban Designer
DDC Housing, Community Cohesion
DDC Development and Protection
DDC Forward Planning
Dover Museum / DDC Tourism
DDC Housing, Community Cohesion
DDC, Sports Development Officer
DDC Housing, Culture,
and Community Safety
DDC Leader of Conservative Cabinet

Dover Pride
Sarah Lang

Dover Pride

Sea Change
Amanda Lumley
Anna Liu

Sea Change
Tonkin Liu Architects

Brinley Hill
Mike Dawson
Mike Ebbs
Jon Iveson
Una Mills
Sarah Philpott
Christine Waterman

English Heritage
Alan Byrne
Esther Gill
Steve Lang
Tracy Wahadan

Harbour Board
Bill Fawcus
Town Council
Susan Jones
David Hannent

Appendix

Other
Sophie Jeffery
Cheryl Parker
Esme Chilton
Cameron Macsween
Claire Martin
Nigel Collins
Vivian Rebell
Chris Russell

Arts Council England, SE
Visit Kent
Future Creative Kent
Chamber of Commerce
Public Heath Specialist
Cross Links / Buckland Together
Triangles Community Centre /
St Radigunds Community
Astor College / Federation for the Arts /
KETV

English Heritage
English Heritage, Outreach
English Heritage / Dover Castle
English Heritage / Visitor Operations
Director, SE

Harbour Board / SEEDA /
Dover Sea Sports Centre
Town Council Dover Mayor
Town Council / Dover Rotary /
Castle Street Society
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